
Small Size Marine/Heavy-Duty Use Limit Switch

A heavy-duty product with high durability and strong water-proof despite it has same
 PCD and shape(size) as those for standard type of limit switch.

 Strong returning system with double spiring enables the product to maintain its steady
  operating even after long switch-on.
Product of strong anti-corrosion by using stainless(SUS) bolts and nuts.
Excellent anti-corrosiveness since all parts are made of chrome coated stainless in

  order to endure extreme polar and ocean environment
  (Russian Maritime Register of Shipping compliant)
Built-in Anti-freezing micro switch, cold resistant grease and silicon packing realize

  better low- temperature resistance
  (Russian Maritime Register of Shipping compliant)
Suitable for roof crane, large conveyor, industrial large-scale machine, outdoor plant etc.
SW2TS series is excellent in anti-corrosion and flame-retardant. It therefore is suitable

  for such places/machines as loading and unloading equipment, deck 
  machine and chemical factory where always exist corrosive acid and alkaline gas.
Standard Body Color : MUNSELL NO. 7.5B G 7/2
Material : Body - Diecast Brass

                 Cover, Bolt & Nut, Roller, Spring Rod - Stainless Steel
Protection Class : IP67/IP66 (for Water-Proof, Oil-Proof and Anti-Corrosion)
Certificate : KIMM, RMRS
Allowable Operating Temperature Range: -52  ~ +55

  (Russian Maritim Register of Shipping compliant )
Cold-proof type (Usage Temperature : -40 ~+40 ) and Heat-resisting type

  (Usage Temperature : +50 ~+120 ) are suppliable under Custom-made.
Russian Maritime Register of Shipping compliant product can optionally be provided
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SW2TS SERIES

SW2TS-RL Roller Lever

SW2TS-AL Adjustable Roller Lever

Large Roller LeverSW2TS-LRL

Remarks & Caution
1. The size allowance not indicated on the above is ±0.4mm.
2. In case the product is installed outdoor or for water-proof usage, use 
    water-proof connector or cable gland for cable entry.
3. Keep the cable entry airtight by using water-proof cap in case it is 
    contemporary installed outdoor without using water-proof connector
    or cable gland.
4. Power Entry Standard : PF1/2


